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    Recognised ILM Provider 

“Clean Coaching for Leadership”

Overview 
 
Our complete Clean Coaching 
means we meet the standards for training 
verified by the Institute of Leadership and Management.
 
ILM is a government-funded awarding body for general and specialist 
management qualifications. It is the leadership arm of City & Guilds, which 
awards NVQ qualification
courses are recognised by the ILM either as Endorsed or Development training.
You can learn more about ILM through their website: 
 
Benefits of Accreditation
 
ILM Endorsed programmes are the benchmark of high quality, bespoke leadership 
and management development and are recognised by organisations & institutes 
worldwide.  
 
An ILM Endorsed certificate
professional development 
well known educational establishment
 
An ILM certificate can provide you with a 
your objective. However, Endorsed and Developme
national credit rating in the same way that ILM’s own qualifications convey. 
 
In some cases, our programmes may be used as ‘
for further ILM qualifications.
are non-regulated they have 
the integrity of all parties. 
 
All applicants get access to membership of ILM (at a discounted fee) valid 
throughout their learning journey and for an additional six months beyond their 
 

“Clean Coaching for Leadership” 

Accreditation – Full Details 

Our complete Clean Coaching online training programme is ILM endorsed
means we meet the standards for training and assessment as approved and 
verified by the Institute of Leadership and Management. 

funded awarding body for general and specialist 
management qualifications. It is the leadership arm of City & Guilds, which 
awards NVQ qualifications, recognised nationally and internationally. All of our 
courses are recognised by the ILM either as Endorsed or Development training.
You can learn more about ILM through their website: www.i-l-m.com

tation 

ILM Endorsed programmes are the benchmark of high quality, bespoke leadership 
and management development and are recognised by organisations & institutes 

ILM Endorsed certificate “Clean Coaching for Leadership” mark
professional development with a credible stamp of approval from a prestigious, 
well known educational establishment 

can provide you with a pathway to a full qualification
your objective. However, Endorsed and Development programmes do not have a 
national credit rating in the same way that ILM’s own qualifications convey. 

In some cases, our programmes may be used as ‘recognised prior learning’
for further ILM qualifications. Although Endorsed and Development prog

regulated they have clearly defined Quality benchmarks
the integrity of all parties.  

All applicants get access to membership of ILM (at a discounted fee) valid 
throughout their learning journey and for an additional six months beyond their 

ILM endorsed, which 
and assessment as approved and 

funded awarding body for general and specialist 
management qualifications. It is the leadership arm of City & Guilds, which 

s, recognised nationally and internationally. All of our 
courses are recognised by the ILM either as Endorsed or Development training. 

m.com 

ILM Endorsed programmes are the benchmark of high quality, bespoke leadership 
and management development and are recognised by organisations & institutes 

“Clean Coaching for Leadership” marks your 
from a prestigious, 

pathway to a full qualification, if that is 
nt programmes do not have a 

national credit rating in the same way that ILM’s own qualifications convey.  

recognised prior learning’ (RPL) 
Although Endorsed and Development programmes 

clearly defined Quality benchmarks which protect 

All applicants get access to membership of ILM (at a discounted fee) valid 
throughout their learning journey and for an additional six months beyond their  
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successful application. This o
and support services to maximize their training experience and encourage CPD
 
Finally, your profile will be added to the Clean Coaching website’s 
Accredited Clean Coaches
 
 
The Accreditation Process
 
The process for accreditation is thorough and involves both independent and 
external verification. However, we make it as easy as possible to gather the 
information and evidence required for your 
 
We recommend that candidates interested in working towards accreditation 
register with the ILM at the start of their training (we can do this for you). 
will then gain student membership of the ILM and have access to their services. 
We will then assist you throughout each module of the training programme to 
compile the information required for submission with your application for 
accreditation once you have completed the programme.
 
Once registered with the ILM, as you complete our training 
you collect and collate all evidence for your accreditation as you go. 
programme, you are continually assessed after your recorded practice sessions 
and when you apply for accreditation your assessments will be formalised i
written report to highlight your level of competency in the critical areas required 
for Clean Coaching.  
 
We will prompt you to gather 
the programme, as both coach and coachee, including contacting ot
classmates to provide necessary confirmation for accreditation purposes.
 
To submit your application 
modules of our complete Clean Coaching programme. 
fourth training module with us, all you need to do is provide us with the balance 
of payment and two 1000 word 
worked towards whilst completing your training with us.

successful application. This offers access to a wealth of expert information, advice 
and support services to maximize their training experience and encourage CPD

Finally, your profile will be added to the Clean Coaching website’s 
Accredited Clean Coaches to promote your status as an accredited Clean Coach

The Accreditation Process 

The process for accreditation is thorough and involves both independent and 
external verification. However, we make it as easy as possible to gather the 
information and evidence required for your submission. 

We recommend that candidates interested in working towards accreditation 
at the start of their training (we can do this for you). 

will then gain student membership of the ILM and have access to their services. 
then assist you throughout each module of the training programme to 

compile the information required for submission with your application for 
accreditation once you have completed the programme. 

Once registered with the ILM, as you complete our training modules, we will help 
you collect and collate all evidence for your accreditation as you go. 

you are continually assessed after your recorded practice sessions 
you apply for accreditation your assessments will be formalised i

written report to highlight your level of competency in the critical areas required 

We will prompt you to gather evidence of your Clean Coaching experience
the programme, as both coach and coachee, including contacting ot
classmates to provide necessary confirmation for accreditation purposes.

submit your application for accreditation, students must first complete 
our complete Clean Coaching programme. Once you have finished the 

odule with us, all you need to do is provide us with the balance 
1000 word written assignments, both of which can be 

worked towards whilst completing your training with us. 

ffers access to a wealth of expert information, advice 
and support services to maximize their training experience and encourage CPD. 

Finally, your profile will be added to the Clean Coaching website’s listing of 
as an accredited Clean Coach. 

The process for accreditation is thorough and involves both independent and 
external verification. However, we make it as easy as possible to gather the 

We recommend that candidates interested in working towards accreditation 
at the start of their training (we can do this for you). You 

will then gain student membership of the ILM and have access to their services. 
then assist you throughout each module of the training programme to 

compile the information required for submission with your application for 

modules, we will help 
you collect and collate all evidence for your accreditation as you go. During the 

you are continually assessed after your recorded practice sessions 
you apply for accreditation your assessments will be formalised into a 

written report to highlight your level of competency in the critical areas required 

evidence of your Clean Coaching experience during 
the programme, as both coach and coachee, including contacting other 
classmates to provide necessary confirmation for accreditation purposes. 

for accreditation, students must first complete all four 
Once you have finished the 

odule with us, all you need to do is provide us with the balance 
both of which can be 
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Your application for accreditation must be submitted within ONE
completing your final training module with us
registration with ILM. 
 
Upon success, you will receive a certificate from the ILM indicating that you have 
successfully completed the programme and reached the required level of 
competency to be awarded the accreditation status of 
Leadership". 
 

Recognition of Prior Learning
 
If a student has already undertaken Clean Language training through another 
organisation, it may be recognised as prior learning and you may only need to 
complete Modules One and Three of our programme to be eligible to apply for 
full accreditation. It is expected that you would have completed a minimum of 
hours of Clean Language 
of competency reached Modules Two and Four of our prog
you are eligible, please email 
highlighting what training you have undertaken and who with.
 
If you have not completed sufficient Clean Language training, 
recognition of prior learning, 
demonstrate your Clean Lang
for this service.  
 
Fees 
 
The total fee for accreditation is £250.00. 
 
We recommend that you pay a 
register with the ILM and 
learning. When you are ready to submit
 
The fee includes ILM direct costs
independent assessment of your skills
your paperwork with the ILM. 

Your application for accreditation must be submitted within ONE
completing your final training module with us, and THREE years from your initial 

Upon success, you will receive a certificate from the ILM indicating that you have 
successfully completed the programme and reached the required level of 
competency to be awarded the accreditation status of "Clean Coaching for 

Prior Learning 

undertaken Clean Language training through another 
may be recognised as prior learning and you may only need to 

complete Modules One and Three of our programme to be eligible to apply for 
It is expected that you would have completed a minimum of 

of Clean Language assessed training elsewhere to correspond with the level 
Modules Two and Four of our programme. 
mail coach@angeladunbar.co.uk in the first instance 

highlighting what training you have undertaken and who with. 

If you have not completed sufficient Clean Language training, but would like 
of prior learning, you may submit an additional recording

demonstrate your Clean Language competence. There is an additional 

The total fee for accreditation is £250.00.  

We recommend that you pay a deposit of £70.00 at the start of your training 
with the ILM and gain full support for your application d
When you are ready to submit, the balance of £180.00

direct costs for certification and verification
independent assessment of your skills, checking your submission and processing 
your paperwork with the ILM.  

Your application for accreditation must be submitted within ONE year of 
, and THREE years from your initial 

Upon success, you will receive a certificate from the ILM indicating that you have 
successfully completed the programme and reached the required level of 

"Clean Coaching for 

undertaken Clean Language training through another 
may be recognised as prior learning and you may only need to 

complete Modules One and Three of our programme to be eligible to apply for 
It is expected that you would have completed a minimum of 36 

training elsewhere to correspond with the level 
mme. If you think 

in the first instance 
 

but would like 
recording to 
additional fee of £100 

at the start of your training to 
lication during your 

balance of £180.00 is due. 

for certification and verification, arranging an 
checking your submission and processing 
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Clean Coaching for Leadership: 
 

1. Complete all four module
Modules One and Three only,
Language training / recording for assessment)
 

2. Pass an assessment
recorded coaching 
from the sessions you will have recorded during the training). 

 
3. Provide confirmation and a reference from a coachee (usually a fellow 

course participant) that you have completed 4 Clean Coaching 
at least 20 minutes each in length. **
 

4. Provide written confirmation from your coach (usually a fellow course 
participant) that you have completed 4 sessions as a coachee, 
20 minutes in length. ** 
 

5. Write a short essay that describes 
Coaching impacts on your work. Guidance and examples are available. 
Maximum word count 1000 words, minimum 900.
 

6. Write a case study outlining how you have used a variety of Clean Coaching 
skills and techniques within 
single session, a series of sessions, or across a variety of coachees as part of 
an organizational project. To protect confidentiality, please do not disclose 
names. Guidance and examples are available. Maximum w
words, minimum 900.

 
 
* Where your Clean Language training has been completed elsewhere you may also need to 
submit an extra recorded session demonstrating your Clean Coaching competence and 
capability. 
** PLEASE NOTE you will have ample opp
training and practice hours will be accepted with the coach’s written confirmation. 
you may also submit your confirmation(s) and reference from appropriate people who were 
not course participants. 

Clean Coaching for Leadership: Summary of Accreditation requirements:

all four modules of the Clean Coaching online training course (or 
Modules One and Three only, with evidence of 36 hours prior Clean 
Language training / recording for assessment) 

assessment by an independent Clean Coaching verifier of a selected 
 session*. (We will submit the appropriate recording 

from the sessions you will have recorded during the training). 

Provide confirmation and a reference from a coachee (usually a fellow 
course participant) that you have completed 4 Clean Coaching 
at least 20 minutes each in length. ** 

Provide written confirmation from your coach (usually a fellow course 
participant) that you have completed 4 sessions as a coachee, 
20 minutes in length. **  

a short essay that describes your coaching philosophy and how Clean 
Coaching impacts on your work. Guidance and examples are available. 
Maximum word count 1000 words, minimum 900. 

Write a case study outlining how you have used a variety of Clean Coaching 
skills and techniques within a real coaching assignment. This could be a 
single session, a series of sessions, or across a variety of coachees as part of 
an organizational project. To protect confidentiality, please do not disclose 
names. Guidance and examples are available. Maximum w
words, minimum 900. 

* Where your Clean Language training has been completed elsewhere you may also need to 
submit an extra recorded session demonstrating your Clean Coaching competence and 

PLEASE NOTE you will have ample opportunity to work with suitable coaches during your 
training and practice hours will be accepted with the coach’s written confirmation. 
you may also submit your confirmation(s) and reference from appropriate people who were 

Accreditation requirements: 

of the Clean Coaching online training course (or 
with evidence of 36 hours prior Clean 

an independent Clean Coaching verifier of a selected 
*. (We will submit the appropriate recording 

from the sessions you will have recorded during the training).  

Provide confirmation and a reference from a coachee (usually a fellow 
course participant) that you have completed 4 Clean Coaching sessions of 

Provide written confirmation from your coach (usually a fellow course 
participant) that you have completed 4 sessions as a coachee, each at least 

your coaching philosophy and how Clean 
Coaching impacts on your work. Guidance and examples are available. 

Write a case study outlining how you have used a variety of Clean Coaching 
a real coaching assignment. This could be a 

single session, a series of sessions, or across a variety of coachees as part of 
an organizational project. To protect confidentiality, please do not disclose 
names. Guidance and examples are available. Maximum word count 1000 

* Where your Clean Language training has been completed elsewhere you may also need to 
submit an extra recorded session demonstrating your Clean Coaching competence and 

ortunity to work with suitable coaches during your 
training and practice hours will be accepted with the coach’s written confirmation. If preferred, 
you may also submit your confirmation(s) and reference from appropriate people who were 


